A B S T R A C T
Background. Although haemodialysis (HD) leads to alterations of systemic haemodynamics that can be monitored using dilution methods, there is a lack of data on the diagnostic and prognostic significance of haemodynamic monitoring during routine HD. Methods. In this multicentre study, we measured cardiac index (CI), access flow (AF) and central blood volume index (CBVI) during a single HD session in stable HD patients (n ¼ 215) using the Transonic HD03 monitor (Transonic, Ithaca, NY, USA). Systemic CI (SCI) was defined as CI corrected for AF. In a subset of patients (n ¼ 82), total end-diastolic volume index (TEDVI) and total ejection fraction (TEF) were derived from dilution curves. Data were correlated with clinical parameters, cardiac biomarkers and bioimpedance measurements (body composition monitor; Fresenius Medical Care, Homburg, Germany). Mortality was assessed prospectively after a median follow-up of 2.6 years. Results. Median CI, CBVI and AF were 2.8 L/min/m 2 (interquartile range 2.4-3.4), 15 mL/kg (14.5-15.7) and 980 mL/min (740-1415), respectively, at the beginning of HD. At the end of HD, CI, CBVI and AF significantly fell by À10% (À22 to 3, P < 0.0001), À9% (À23 to 3, P < 0.0001) and À4% (À13 to 5, P ¼ 0.0004), respectively. Peripheral resistance (PR) increased slightly (P ¼ 0.01) and blood pressure fell by À6/À3 mmHg to 128/63 mmHg (P < 0.0001). Independent predictors of DCI were age and ultrafiltration rate, whereas AF, overhydration and PR were protective. TEF was strongly associated with mortality [area under the dilution curve 0.77, P < 0.0001], followed by TEDVI (0.72, P ¼ 0.0002) and SCI (0.60, P ¼ 0.02). Conclusions. HD leads to a reduction of CI due to ultrafiltration. Haemodynamic monitoring identifies a significant number of HD patients with cardiac impairment that are at risk for increased mortality.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Haemodialysis (HD) patients suffer from high cardiovascular morbidity and mortality that is age-dependently increased 8-to 100-fold when compared with the general population [1] [2] [3] . Congestive heart failure with reduced systolic function is one of the most prominent determinants of cardiovascular mortality [4, 5] . It is associated with pump failure and sudden cardiac death [6, 7] and reflected by elevated levels of the cardiac biomarkers troponin and natriuretic peptides [8] [9] [10] . Cardiac V C The Author(s) 2018. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of ERA-EDTA. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/ by-nc/4.0/), which permits non-commercial re-use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oup.com 1419 function in HD patients is mainly evaluated using echocardiography, which is non-invasive and can be performed during a HD session. However, echocardiographic assessment of cardiac function is operator dependent, and haemodynamic data such as ejection fraction or stroke volume (SV) must be estimated from time-consuming image acquisition and calculations.
Cardiac output (CO) is the most fundamental haemodynamic parameter. It is measured by various invasive and noninvasive methods based on imaging (echocardiography/magnetic resonance [MR]), oxygen consumption (Fick principle) or indicator dilution techniques. The latter is most widely used in clinical practice and relies on the Stewart-Hamilton equation [volume of injected indicator divided by the area under the dilution curve (AUC)]. In 1995, ultrasound dilution based on the decrease of ultrasound velocity in the blood after injection of saline was introduced by Krivitski [11, 12] to measure vascular access flow (AF) in HD patients. Subsequently, Krivitski and Depner [13] expanded the ultrasound dilution technique to measure CO with high accuracy in HD patients. The method has been validated in a porcine study against a transit-time ultrasound flow probe that measures blood flow directly in the ascending aorta [14] and against thermodilution in patients undergoing cardiac surgery [15] . CO monitoring during HD is thought to detect deterioration of systemic haemodynamics before clinical events such as hypotension or syncope occurs [13, 16] . Even in the absence of an event, CO monitoring could identify those HD patients with critically low CO-be it at the beginning or at the end of HD-that might be a risk factor for sudden death and increased mortality. However, there are no large studies on CO monitoring and its prognostic significance, and it is unclear if CO monitoring is useful during routine HD, or only in individual patients with known cardiac impairment.
In this study, we attempted to better define the role of haemodynamic monitoring of HD patients. To this end, we measured CO and other newly introduced haemodynamic parameters [17] at the beginning and at the end of a single HD session in the largest cohort of stable HD patients up to this time. We analysed intradialytic changes of haemodynamics, its predictors and the prognostic significance of the haemodynamic parameters over 2.6 years.
M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S

Patients and cohort
This prospective multicentre study included stable prevalent HD patients from four outpatient dialysis centres in Southwest Germany (Tübingen, Leonberg, Herrenberg and Sindelfingen) during July 2014 to August 2015. Patients with an arteriovenous (AV) access (fistula or graft) were included after they provided written informed consent. Patients with dialysis catheters had to be excluded because haemodynamic measurements are not feasible in a venovenous circuit. Patients with a stenosed access who were characterized by recirculation >0% after cannulation had to be excluded because this causes inaccurate CO values as some of injected saline will recirculate in the AV access instead of going to the cardiovascular system. These patients were subsequently referred to a vascular surgeon at the discretion of the treating nephrologist. The study was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local ethics committee of the University of Tübingen (614/2014BO2).
Haemodynamic monitoring
Haemodynamics were determined at the beginning and at the end of a single routine HD session (for details see Table 1 ) using the Transonic HD03 monitor (Transonic, Ithaca, NY, USA). This device measures AF (mL/min), CO (L/min) and central blood volume (CBV, mL) from the decrease of the ultrasound velocity in the blood after rapid injection of a 30-mL saline bolus. A representative dilution curve is shown in Supplementary data, Figure S1 . CBV represents the blood volume in the thoracic cavity in the large vessels, lung and heart and is calculated from the transit time of the bolus and CO [17] . The equation is given in the legend of Supplementary data, Figure S1 . The coefficient of variation of CO and CBV measurement was reported as 4.3 6 3.8% and 4.1 6 3.8% from 3488 values duplicated within 5 min [13] . Special attention was given that the two needles had been inserted one after the another in the same branch of an AV fistula. After exclusion of patients with any recirculation >0% and measurement of AF (mL/min) according to manufacturer's instructions, CO and CBV were determined by rapid injection of a warm 30-mL saline bolus into the venous line using a special adaptor (Flow-QC tubing, Transonic). CO was measured once per patient at the beginning (within 20 min) and once at the end of HD (within the last 20 min). Adequacy of the result was ascertained from the dilution curve. In the case of an erroneous measurement indicated by the message 'Repeat' on the screen HD03 monitor, another bolus was applied. CO was indexed to body surface area yielding cardiac index (CI, L/min/m 2 ) and CBV index was normalized to body weight (CBVI, mL/kg). Peripheral resistance (PR, mmHg/ L/min/m 2 ) was calculated by dividing mean arterial pressure by CI. Correction of CO for AF (CO-AF) and indexing yielded systemic CI (SCI, L/min/m 2 ) which reflects CI that is available for whole-body perfusion. In a subset of patients (n ¼ 82), total enddiastolic volume index (TEDVI, mL/kg) was derived from the available dilution curves that represent the sum of the enddiastolic volumes of four chambers (i.e. right and left atria and ventricles) [13, 17] . Its calculation is based on the assumption that the higher spread of the dilution curve at the arterial line compared with that at the venous line is due to the indicator travelling through the heart chambers [17] . The equation is given in the legend of Supplementary data, Figure S1 . Total ejection fraction (TEF, %) was calculated from the stroke volume (SV ¼ CO/HR) and TEDV according to the formula TEF ¼ 100 Á 4ÁSV TEDV [18] . Both TEDV and TEF cannot discriminate between right and left heart compartments and represent a composite parameter of right and left heart systolic and diastolic function.
At the beginning of the HD session, fluid status was determined using bioimpedance spectroscopy (body composition monitor; Fresenius Medical Care, Homburg, Germany). Overhydration (OH) was inferred from the body composition model that divides the whole body into three compartments, i.e. normally hydrated lean tissue, normally hydrated adipose tissue and OH [19, 20] . Blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) were taken at the measurement of CO using the sphygmomanometer of the HD machine (5008, Fresenius Medical Care).
Laboratory assays and clinical data
From each patient, one sample was taken at the beginning of the HD session in which haemodynamics were measured. Plasma concentration of N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-pro-BNP) was measured using an automated Siemens Immulite XPT solid-phase chemiluminescent immunoassay system (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, Eschborn, Germany). From each patient, data on residual diuresis (measured by 24 h urine collection), single-pool Kt/V (mean of last four values), interdialytic weight gain, dialysis access and membrane and time on dialysis were extracted. The systolic left ventricular (LV) function was classified from available echocardiography examinations that mainly relied on visual impression that is prone to inter-and intra-observer variability [21] . Adverse events were defined as cramps, syncope, bradycardia, chest pain, dyspnoea and problems with the vascular access.
Statistical analysis
The primary endpoint of the study was the quantification of haemodynamic parameters and their intradialytic changes as assessed in a cross-sectional approach during a single HD session. Another endpoint was their association with mortality (both allcause and cardiovascular) in a prospective design. Secondary endpoints were all other correlations and performance of bioimpedance spectroscopy and NT-pro-BNP. Echocardiographic data were not included in the analyses as these were not collected in a comprehensive and standardized manner. All continuous data were checked for normal distribution using the KolmogorovSmirnov test. Differences between the values before and after HD were tested with Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The association of the variables with clinical-or dialysis-related factors was analysed using non-parametric correlation. To identify independent determinants of DCI, multivariable linear regression analyses were performed. Log-transformed variables entering multivariable linear regression were selected by a stepwise approach (enter when P < 0.2, remove when P > 0.21). The follow-up period started on the day of study and lasted until 30 April 2017. Causes of death were classified according to the best knowledge of each particular case. Cardiovascular death was considered as sudden death (most probably circulatory or cardiac arrest) and death due to a cardiovascular event or disease (coronary artery disease, heart failure, stroke and peripheral artery disease). Patients receiving a kidney graft were censored on the day of transplantation. Values of the deceased patients were compared with those from the surviving patients using a t-test. Kaplan-Meier curves were generated after stratification into tertiles of the variable according to its distribution. Survival curves were compared using the log-rank test. Crude and adjusted proportional hazards were calculated using the Cox regression analysis. Statistical analyses were done with MedCalc Statistical Software version 17.4.4 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium) and JMP 11 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
R E S U L T S
Study cohort
Of the 235 patients who were treated with an AV fistula or graft in the participating centres, 215 were included in the Haemodynamics in HD 1421 study. Five patients declined to participate. Fifteen patients were excluded due to a stenosed access defined by recirculation. The characteristics of the study cohort are provided in Table 1 . Participants had a median age of 73 years and had been dialysed for a median of 47 months using a native AV fistula (85%) and a high-flux membrane (98%). Online haemodiafiltration (HDF) was used in n ¼ 144 (69%) with a high-substitution volume (median 21 L). Cardiac comorbidities were present in a large proportion of the patients. Valvular disease was the most frequent condition (47%). Systolic LV dysfunction was found in 19% of the patients (Table 1) .
Mean values and distribution of haemodynamic parameters
Mean CO, CI and AF were 5.2 L/min (interquartile range 4.5-6.4), 2.8 L/min/m 2 (2.4-3.4) and 980 mL/min (742-1415), respectively, each measured at the beginning of HD. Eight per cent of the patients had high CI (>4 L/min/m 2 ), whereas 8% had low CI (<2 L/min/m 2 ) ( Figure 1A ). AF >2000 mL/min was found in 7% of the patients ( Figure 1B) . AF/CO exceeding 20, 25 and 30% indicating risk for highoutput cardiac failure [22] was found in 51, 31 and 16%, respectively, of the patients ( Figure 1C ). Mean SCI that is calculated from the difference of CI and AF was 2.2 L/min/m 2 (1.9-2.7), and <2 L/min/m 2 in 28% of the patients ( Figure  1D ). AF and CI, but not SCI, were strongly correlated to each other, suggesting that AF increases CI in HD patients ( Figure  1E and F) . Other correlations of the haemodynamic parameters are shown in Supplementary data, Table S1 . OH determined from bioimpedance spectroscopy highly correlated with CBVI, TEDVI and NT-pro-BNP. NT-pro-BNP strongly correlated with TEDVI and TEF, but not with CI, AF or SCI (Supplementary data, Table S1 ).
Changes of haemodynamic parameters during HD
At the end of HD, CI and AF significantly fell by À10% (À22 to 3, P < 0.0001) and À4% (À13 to 5, P ¼ 0.0004), respectively ( Figure 2A) . CBVI fell by À9% (À23 to 3, P < 0.0001). PR increased slightly by þ3% (À9 to 21, P ¼ 0.01) and BP fell by À7/À4 mmHg to 128/63 mmHg (P < 0.0001, Figure 2B ). For 28% of the patients, CI fell by >20% and was associated with a drop in systolic BP of >9 mmHg ( Figure 2C ). DCI (%) only weakly correlated with DBP (r ¼ 0.16; P ¼ 0.03, Figure 2D ). There was no significant difference of DCI between Table 2 . Correlations of the changes of the haemodynamic parameters are shown in Supplementary data, Table S2 . The decrease in CI was paralleled by decreases in AF and TEDVI and a counterregulatory increase in PR but not HR (Supplementary data, Table S2 ). The latter was not correlated with beta-blocker use (P ¼ 0.98). Similarly, treatment with antihypertensive drugs such as angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor/angiotensin receptor blocker and calcium antagonist had no influence on DCI and DPR. Multivariable regression was utilized to detect independent predictors of DCI. As shown in Table 3 , high age, high CI and high ultrafiltration rate were independently associated with a fall in CI, whereas high AF, OH and PR were protective.
Adverse events such as cramps, syncope, bradycardia, chest pain, dyspnoea and problems with the vascular access occurred 
Prognostic value of haemodynamic parameters
After 2.6 years, 65 patients had died (30%), 8 (4%) received kidney transplantation and 7 (3%) moved away or terminated HD. The mean follow-up time was 963 days (575-983 days). Cardiovascular death as defined by a composite of sudden death, coronary artery disease, stroke and peripheral artery disease occurred in 25 patients (38% of all deaths). The remaining causes of death were malignoma (8 patients, 12%), infection (8 patients, 12%), gastrointestinal bleeding (4 patients, 6%), discontinuation (8 patients, 12%) and unknown (12 patients, 18%). The comparison of the median values of the haemodynamic parameters between survivors and deceased patients is shown in Supplementary data, Table S3 . Deceased patients had significantly reduced SCI and TEF, hypervolaemia (OH, CBVI and TEDVI) and increased NT-pro-BNP. Figure 3 shows survival curves for tertiles of SCI, CBVI, TEDVI and TEF. The separation of the tertiles was best for TEF, followed by TEDVI.
The c-statistics of the prognostically relevant haemodynamic parameters for all-cause and cardiovascular mortality are shown in Table 4 and Supplementary data, Table S4 . Among the tested parameters, TEF had the highest AUC value, followed by TEDVI, CBVI and SCI. AUC values of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality were in parallel. Finally, hazard ratios from Cox regression analysis were calculated in a crude and adjusted Linear regression model with DCI in % of the baseline value as dependent variable. Variables were entered after log transformation and a stepwise approach with P < 0.2. Adjusted r 2 ¼0.3516, n ¼ 215. VIF, variation inflation factor; UFR, ultrafiltration rate. All-cause mortality occurred in n ¼ 65 (30% of the cohort). TEDVI and TEF was analysed in a subgroup (n ¼ 82) with all-cause mortality occurring in n ¼ 35 (43%) of the patients.
Only values from the beginning of HD were analysed.
model. Hazard ratios for TEDVI and TEF were strong and independent predictors of all-cause mortality similar to OH and NT-pro-BNP (Table 5 ). Owing to the low number of CV deaths less robust results were obtained when Cox regression was repeated with cardiovascular mortality as the endpoint (Supplementary data, Table S5 ). To find parameters independently associated with all-cause mortality that could be summarized into a composite risk score, a logistic regression with a stepwise approach was performed. Among all of the parameters listed in Table 4 , three parameters were highly independent predictors of mortality and could be combined in a multivariable logistic regression model: TEDVI (P ¼ 0.0012), SCI (P ¼ 0.0004) and OH (P ¼ 0.0033). Using a calculated score derived from these parameters, the c-statistics could be improved up to 0.853 (0.757-0.921), a value statistically higher than the respective value derived from single parameters (P-value between 0.0005 and 0.0116; Figure 4 ).
D I S C U S S I O N
This is the first study to collect comprehensive data on systemic haemodynamics during HD in a large cohort of stable HD patients. Furthermore, we present data on the prognostic relevance of the studied parameters which, up to now, have been entirely unknown. The main findings of the study are that HD leads to a fall in CI in the majority of the patients while AF remains constant, thus resulting in a fall in SCI, a measure that describes the effective perfusion to the whole body. Besides a low baseline systolic BP, the fall in CI is independently explained by high ultrafiltration volume leading to reduced preload (evidenced by low CBVI and TEDVI) and is blunted by OH, high baseline PR and AF. Of note, patients did not compensate with an increase in HR, regardless of beta-blocker use, which suggests chronotropic incompetence. The intradialytic changes in haemodynamics were in agreement with previous smaller studies [23] [24] [25] .
In the absence of CI measurements, clinicians frequently rely on BP changes to assess CI. From a haemodynamic perspective, BP is the driving force for CI and determines CI as a function of PR. Therefore, BP cannot be a substitute for CI. Our data show that BP and CI correlate poorly and that BP changes do not reflect changes in CI adequately and sensitively as previously reported [26] . Therefore, only a direct measurement of CI (e.g. using ultrasound dilution) can fill this gap. So far, there is a lack of studies with repeat CI measurements during HD using ultrasound dilution. In a recent study, repeat CI measurements were performed during HD using magnetic resonance imaging and demonstrated a continuous fall in CI from 3.6 to 2.6 L/min/m 2 (corresponding to À28%) by the end of HD [27] . In that study, there was no difference between HD and HDF, which agreed with our study. The authors found a reduction of myocardial perfusion leading to myocardial stunning that might be another cause of a fall in CI besides ultrafiltration and reduced preload. Surprisingly, we could not find any association of DCI with adverse events. However, this finding applies only for a CI fall of maximally À56% occurring continuously over a 4-h HD session. It is beyond doubt that abrupt and more dramatic falls in CI might lead to adverse events and symptoms that could occur during shorter HD sessions with high ultrafiltration rates exceeding 10 mL/h/kg, as reported by the study of Flythe et al. [28] .
The clinical relevance of the haemodynamic parameters became evident when analysing their prognostic significance and association with mortality. We found that a low baseline SCI was associated with mortality, but not CI. This can be explained by the fact that SCI reflects whole-body perfusion more adequately than CI and that high AF can pretend normal CI. Interestingly, a fall in CI or SCI during HD was not associated with mortality at all. This seems counterintuitive given the association of a fall in CI with myocardial stunning, evidenced by regional wall motion abnormalities (RWMAs) as recently shown in an MR study [27] , and the association of stunning with mortality as published by the same group previously [29] . Unfortunately, we have not recorded any measure of myocardial stunning in our study. Arguing that TEF or its change might reflect RWMA, we have found that TEF was not depressed at the end of HD in the majority (90%) of the patients and that DTEF was not associated with mortality. More studies are required to clarify the association among DCI, myocardial stunning and mortality.
In the present study, TEF at the beginning of HD emerged as the most robust marker of increased mortality, followed by TEDVI and CBVI. One reason for this might be the exact determination of TEF with high resolution that appears to be as exact as ejection fraction determination from MR [30] . In the study FIGURE 4: Receiver-operating characteristic curves for the outcome all-cause mortality by TEDVI, SCI, OH and the combination of these three parameters. The combined model was derived from logistic regression yielding the formula
whereby p denotes the risk for all-cause mortality. Note that the AUC for the combination of the parameters was significantly higher than the AUC for each single parameter (P-value between 0.0005 and 0.0116). The cut-off value of the combination was 0.59 and had a sensitivity and specificity of 80 and 79%, respectively.
Haemodynamics in HD [26] , the cut-off value for increased mortality was LVEF <50%, which is identical to the cut-off from our receiver operating characteristic curve analysis. TEF cannot distinguish between right ventricular ejection fraction (RVEF) and/or LVEF and reflects the combination of RVEF and LVEF, both of which are important and independent determinants of CI. In an MR study, LVEF had a moderate correlation to RVEF (r ¼ 0.40), and a considerable proportion of patients (37%) had low LVEF < 35% with preserved RVEF and vice versa (56% of the patients) [31] . Thus, reduced TEF can be regarded as a composite parameter of both right ventricular and LV dysfunction that might explain its excellent prognostic performance.
Although CI, SCI and TEF reflect systolic function, TEDVI relates to ventricular filling during diastole. We have found that TEDVI and CBVI were reduced by HD owing to ultrafiltration. On the contrary, increased TEDVI and CBVI at baseline predicted mortality indicating increased ventricular filling and pulmonary congestion. TEDVI shows similarity to the LV enddiastolic pressure, an established parameter of ventricular filling and mortality in patients with LV dysfunction [32, 33] . It is remarkable that both TEF and TEDVI, but not CI and SCI, were strongly correlated to the cardiac biomarker NT-pro-BNP, indicating that TEF and TEDVI reflect haemodynamic changes associated with NT-pro-BNP release and increased mortality.
Surprisingly, we did not observe patients at risk for high-output heart failure with increased AF and AF/CO [22] . This might be due to the low number of patients in these strata (<10%) resulting in a low statistical power. Also, high AF was not correlated with the prognostically relevant parameters TEF and NTpro-BNP. Therefore, AF of 1 L/min or slightly higher seems to be compensated by most of the HD patients. However, in our practice, patients with known heart failure are more likely to start HD with a dialysis catheter, thus introducing a bias.
There are some limitations of the study that merit discussion. The presented data applies strictly speaking only for patients with AV fistulae or grafts, but not for patients with a dialysis catheter. The latter subgroup is often sicker and has a higher incidence of cardio-renal syndrome. As a consequence, haemodynamics and responses to HD and ultrafiltration might be different and much more pronounced. The fact that we could not find any correlation of adverse events with changes in CI might be the result of a lack of haemodynamic data taken more frequently during the course of HD. Still, prognostic significance was best with the values taken at the beginning of HD. In addition to a one-time measurement, it would also be important to study the variability and longitudinal changes to better define the association of haemodynamic parameters with clinical endpoints and mortality. It must be noted that haemodynamic monitoring may differ according to the technology and methodology used [34] . However, ultrasound dilution appears to be a gold standard in comparison with others [35, 36] .
Haemodynamic monitoring provides a unique data set to gain insight into the haemodynamic profile of an individual HD patient with regard to cardiac performance, congestion and compensation of AF (indicated by AF/CO). It also allows the identification of patients at increased mortality risk using TEF, which promises to be a robust risk marker that could be implemented for repeated monitoring of HD patients. While cardiac biomarkers represent static risk markers, many of the haemodynamic parameters are amenable to treatment that, in turn, could improve HD treatment and most importantly prognosis of HD patients. Another advantage of haemodynamic monitoring is the fact that it is directly carried out by the dialysis team without the need for external resources or referrals.
In conclusion, this study shows that HD leads to a reduction of CI due to ultrafiltration and reduced preload. Haemodynamic monitoring identifies a significant number of HD patients with cardiac impairment who are at risk for increased mortality. Among the parameters, TEF and TEDVI were the most powerful single predictors. The data underscore the utmost importance of cardiac function for the prognosis of HD patients.
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